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ABSTRP"CT 
• 
This report contains a description of a uniaue s,,ste::. .. ,.,, 
fcir tbe computer simulation -or ... " ~ newsoaoer ~roauction .... ... .. 
The 
• 
¢perations and the optimization of their 
s.y$t·em i,s· comprised of two basic parts: to si.m-
ula.te the production system and establis11 bo~:--~car· ies o: 
r·e·ali·stic manning solutions; the part to dc~cr~~ine 
o~timum manning. ) ~ 
Requirements of the sirnula tion progra.m are 
in detail. Included are descriptions -or ..... • + ~ ces1.ra.oic 
such as increased work load and labor productivity 
deadline. time and a reconunendation t!1at files of :r.en, 
ma¢hines. and operations be used to make experimentation 
with proposed changes to the production systern most easily 
·accomplished. 
The dominant portion of the report describes the use 
of dynamic progranuning to determine 
Gre~ter qomputational efficiency . lS ... . ... ... .. - ... a C ,~ - ·- 't :- ":'IC' 11: • .. •- ,~. ~.' ',,,.. a"""'· l. C ... " ..L C:: ...,. e ,.., J.. L- .. • ...... , • , 1 n 
... 
programming than would be possible tl1rough sol· .... ::..i():~. :)) . 
.repe~ted simulation of all possible manning 
I 
I 
·1 
·1 
I 
t 
Optimization can be achieveci 
\in approximately the amount of time that would be rcq~~~c~ I !to perform a single inconclusive simulation. l I 
I 
\ computational savings are achieved by eliminating calc·u.la-l ; 
\tion.s that are unnecessary because of dedicated labor l j J !reg:ui.rements. 1 . 
! 
I 
I 
'· 
::! 
} 
,. 
1 
·~. 
i 
Ih~luded in the dynamic (optimization) program are 
p .. ro'Vi$.:ions for consideration O c 1~~0~ ,n. a1 0\f~r~~-~ -~,, 
...... c..-. j.J .... a " - .... ~ J... " • • t! •·-' ~ 
... .. 
rates:, maximum overtin1e pernissible ·~ .. . a ~ . ....-. ~... "'t, "'~ "' ~ ...... ....... 
:.. .1.....,. .... ..I.. ,ii, .. ................ . 
" ,. .,,-s .... '"": "t - .. 
• ..... - Ii.,. 
call out times for each occupation t '!..f:)E; • 
... ... 
·are it1cluded and a FORTRAl\ corrL1)uter p· rocrar:: 
~ J 
. 
-r.- "--: '._·-~ ~ ~ ~ •• , .. ,. C"'" 
"" . .. ,_. \.. . . (_ .. ...-:;;, 
written to demonstrate the feasibility of 
system .i:s appended. 
Tt is believed that the concept of utilizing dyna."l"lic 
:p"rograrnrning to optimize a simulation ... 
anc .. ... . .. to ae t:e rr:ll. ne 
. . I,, ,· I I • • 
mi.nimum manning cost is a unique 
conceot 
... that raa\, have 
.. 
applications in other types of businesses. Their veri-
f·. 
fication and application are beyond the scope of this 
pap.er. 
) 
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<j ABSTRACT 
This report contains a description of a unique system 
for the computer simulation of ne\·:sna;Jcr 
- -
production 
op,e·rations and the optimization of their 
s·ystem is comprised of two basic parts: 
. 
n1.ar1r11. 110. J 
. 
sim-
ulate the production system and establisl1 lJour1ci~-t1·it·~:; (). "" ·,•, ,_ *--"-
realistic manning solutions; 
01)tirnun1 manning. 
•. 
·Requirements of the simulation program are described 
·in detail. Included are descriptions of desirable features 
such as increased work load and labor productivity near 
deadline time and a recommendatio11 tl1at files of men, 
machines and operations be used to make 
w~th proposed changes to the productio11 
acc.omplished. 
r::ost easily 
The dominant portion of the report describes the use 
·of dynamic programming to determine optimum manning. 
Greater computational efficiency is achieved \.;i tl1 d)i·namic 
pro:g·r-arrun.ing than would be possible tl1rough solution b:11 
re·pe~ted simulation of all possible manning combinations. 
Optimization can be achieved. with tl1e d:/r1an1ic program 
ih approximately the amount of time that ~ould be required 
to perform a single inconclusive sin1ulu.tic)r1. l\dditional 
computational savings are achieved by 1 . ' . . ~- 1 ........ , .,...., ... • ... 1 ,,....., ,,_,. ............ •·- '.J ,.,.--• •. •. ·= .;! / I 1, r ). · ', , 
_ ~ e l • , , l • • c1 I._ •"'"' • • '-.; "-" {-.l ..._ \.,"" ''""" a .., 
tions that are unnecessary because of dedicated labor 
r:eguirements. 
\ 
\ 
1 
. \ 
·) 
i 
I ;. 
' I 
' 
Included in. the dynamic (optimization) program are 
prt:,Visions for consideration of labor and overtime pay 
rq,ttes, maximum overtime permissible and minimum shift 
call out times for each occupation type. F lo\•l ci1arts 
are included and a FORTRAN 
written to demonstrate the feasibility of the 
system is appended. 
o t:J t i r:1 i z a t i on 
... 
It is believed that the concept of utilizing dynamic 
prograrruning to optimize a simulation and to determine 
minimum manning cost is a unique concept that may have 
applications in other types of businesses. Tl1eir \'er i-
fic,i;ition and application are beyond the scope of this 
!· 
I • 
INTRODUCTION 
Writers of literature concerning modern management 
techniques imply that the day of scientific management 
and the computer are upon us. Regardless of tl1c fact t_}1at 
the phrase has been used too many times, it 
less true. Management tools that have been 
s·in·ce the advent of the computer should be utilizccl b::l the 
business manager. Two quite suitable techniques that 
.s·ho.uld be combined and used by busi11ess management are 
S·imu.la:tion and dynamic programming. Some of their po-
te·nti.a:l applications are described be lo\·l: 
1. Union ne1_otiations. wo'-:1~ be:. s.·· in1r)·l. i.· F ~. e~ ·. l)eca. u .. s. e.- a tool Wou d be ProvldeQ. ··-01- ·- •·, ! . 1-,-.. :·-; 1 ·1 C ·- l C ,1t"-. 1 ,,_ 1- ........ L ~ ... ~-· ...... _. ~~--· ·-" .,..~ ,.J L 
_ 
..,,..,_._" a t_l. ~ ... ,. u ation of the effect of ur1ic)11 ci·~=-.. ,~=-.·-~:;. i. t ·-·~ ·.: .:_d a 1 SO a S S l. s t 1· n de t e r n1 i· n i· n. c~ !,_ 1 ~ - - 1 ·· ·- -· '~-. _ ~ L. l ..l t--~ 
~s _
_
 : C, -~ ~:._-:: i,_ ~ counter proposals and conccss1or1s. 
2. Labor reduction would be possilJlc tr1rot1,~;r1 l)ctter u ti 1 i z at ion o f per so 11 n e 1 . I-\. r:1 c c111 s C) : !: ( · ~1 1 .i :~; t. i c -a 11 y de term in in g 1 ab or co s t s ( o 1:- ~: c) 1 (_: _i_ r "! ,J L L~ : ~ :-~ !~ costs constant in spite of rising labor rates) would be available. 
3. Equipment selection would be less difficult be-cause the guesswork could be taken out of the task. Through the sys tc111c1 t j_ c ~-; i :~. 1
__: 1 ~ ~ t_ j_ r: . ·_. : }_: o th the present and proposec~ s~·s CL·:· .. s, :_~~-' - :~-.r:;< t ··c:()!10-mical (and suitable) equi1Jr.:.·--:r1t cot..:.L,~~ ~" .. _:,:t.c::cr:,~ir1ed. 
4. Feasibility studies \voulci. UL'. acccj=:·.~_..:_.i~~:~i.:c: ::~ol~e 
s·. 
e a s i 1 y be c au s e the r e \·Jo u 1 d 1J c: ,=i r~ ·.__.:_ :-: ; ~ i ~~ ~,; · · ci :~ '. c: t !1 C) d of evaluating proposec1 c1121-1gcs (_): :·.· -:~_, ::._~,.-·::.: :· .. _-·s and materl. al. Tl1e e-f-f 0 ct of ::; r-... ·r-·,;·;;,. ·, · .. .,. .. ~- ~ ·,-.• -.. ~ .... _ L-t.. ..._ ...... •., __ ........ --- ~ '·-- --.;--4, _I,.·" 
... ... ", __ .•• "'_., 
. 
-
entl, re Operati' On could be Q., C tc~· r-n·· l. r"'l -, ,.; -. ·1 ·"· i ~ · • r • i , ~ i, t..; U t_: (_ .... 0 a•--
.4<,-. J .. 
-~ 
Cost studies could be they would permit the 
costs would be passed if a system was to be 
3 
1 . t -, . r, ~·r• -- :-. ·, -- ~-a C C Om p l S .. c ._. c (.-. S .-.. '. · ~-
... 
" . 
• • • • -, ' • f ;1 e r ' f <II .. •._ '!. •. <• * • -,-
operation , ., c112r1gcu. 
6. Affects of deadline changes could be determined and questions such as: "!10~.•/ \•:i 11 a 15 :-:~.ir1·"°:t:(: later deadline affect production costs? 11 , could 
-8. 
-be answered more easil\ 7 • 
-
Productivity studies could be accomplished through a more scientific dctcrr:in<ltion of prod ucti vi ty of n,.en, mac!1 inc s , cic:r)c:i. 1~ t:~\(·'.:1 t. s processes. 
. ,.. 
ti1e 
'"' ana 
Answers to other questions such as , •·· --
..... < 
-2,_, 
- we ch an g ea· f r on· 1,~. t t ,-" 1- .. ·. r- t · • c: c.: • · "~, . l '-·"" , __ ........ ~.) ...,_ --·· -.__.) ,._____. l-
- we were to use tl1c_'. I"':.\: 7:: ~-·2.:t.;4.-=.·.~_c...: ...,. i _ .J/- -" ..... .-°"' I I 1, ~·· _ _L ~ ,_. _ _, f_ • ::·)- ;··· 
·-
- we conver ·te d to 1Jl1 u tu c: c·:' .. :..:. () s i ;~ i ,:~ !;, ·? 11 ~ 
-
- we changed sl1ift l1ours or ti~c:i2: dtl1-ation?" 
From the preceding list of i ten1s, some of \•ll1ict1 are 
untque. to the newspaper business, it can be seen ti1at it 
WQlild: be advantageous for the business manager to utilize 
I 
:roore s¢ientific methods for making decisions. Because 
a totally universal problem solution may not be feasible 
~nd because my personal experience has lJcen in the news-
paper business, I have elected to 
:u.s·eful decision-making device for 
at t C·i~1 y--, .J.._ t r-i r} y ·c·. ~ ~ 1· c·~ ..• a. • , . , .., L U •- ~. J , L: ,I.. ~ 
S±multaneously, the objective has been to provide a ·~scful 
s:ystem for other job-shop types of operations if fJOs:;ii)1e; 
not howeve_r, through a compromise in the solution to tl1e 
~ewspaper problem. 
The next section describes some of the unique 
c:h_aracteristics of the newspaper production system. 
1. 
4 
UNIQUE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE NEWSPAPER PRODUCTION SYSTEM 
Although the newspaper production system resembles a 
j:ob-shop in many ways, there are distinct dif~ercr1ces tl1at 
:S·hould be described: . -. - . . 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Work load arrives throughout the day. Most work must be accon1plishcd witl1in the day of arrival. 
WO rk 10 ad l. s greater n e ::l r 1'""' ,:; i· ..... i'. o· .· r, c:; ,-·. :, ,..: l, 1· ,...., • --. •·· ; -· 1-_. a . '-- "-4 L .. • , .... ~ :i...---~ ··~ .. .. • ........___ .. _ •~ "' .... ,-~-- • Labor Productl. vi· ty i· ncr '"')as.-.,,... r"" - - .,- ,; -· -, .. , 1 ~ .... ·. .. ; ·-· · L C . t_'. ~ •• t : cl ..:.. ,,. c: ,.,. ,_ ... !. :. . • ~ t . ._ , ... , .... t,~ • The average story size decrc2scs as cditio11 dead-line approaches. 
In most businesses, including the job-shop, there is 
-a backlog of several days of work-in-process and work wait-
in;·g to be done. A work backlog can assist t.r:c oroduction .. 
·sc:hEaduler in his efforts to smooth out tr1c 
to utilize men and machines more efficientl'/ . 
... 
the same situation does not exist in tl1e ne 1.•.ts1=>ar)c: r_.. 
because yesterday's news is useless and tomorrow's 
does no.t exist. 
ne\t;s 
In addition to the problem of not having a backlog 
.of: work to act as a buff er, there is the problem of having 
work .arrive throughout the day. Work load in the newspaper 
operation tends to increase close to the deadline time for 
each ·individual department and most of the work must be 
g.:o.·coroplished within the same day that it arri'.rcs. 
thing that the newspaper production supervisor can 
"fl1e only 
a,ttempt to schedule work as efficiently as possible a ,, II, ., · · 1 •· f"'l, , n ,,,.. . \a, .. • .... . 
the limitations imposed by the newspaper production system. 
5 
j 
Manufacturing supervisors attempt to smooth their 
workload into a continuous and Unl. form \·rori .. er·'.') r'"\ •. 1 ..... 
- " y ·"- . ~ .._ ...... l....= .,.....,,, l__.. ' 
~ 4 
thtoughout time so as to get the best utilization of 
men and machines. Similiarily, newspaper production 
management attempts to smooth the workload, but a dominant 
philosophy of the newspaper business which dictates that 
the "very latest news should be in each newspaper edition" 
' 
tends to prevent smoothed work flow. It is customarv for 
.. 
reporters and editors to delay release of story copy 
'to production departments until the latest possible 
'.inoment. Even though newspaper production con ti::. ·_.cs 
around-the-clock, a large peak load is released into the 
first production operation at the last possible mo~ent. 
the last minute stories continue as a peak load through 
eadh succeeding operation until the paper is finally 
deliver~d to the home of the reader. Figure 1 illustrates 
the concept of workload change with respect to deadline 
:t::ime. 
Figure 1 
1 0 l. 2 
.3 
Hours before production deadline 
6 
.. 
Acco~anying the newspaper production philosophy 
that the very latest news should be included in each 
edition is a tradition of "giving it all you got around 
deadline time". 
Newspaper production personnel are more 
productive near the edition deadline than at other times 
o:f the day. 
Regardless of whether they are considered to 
be "goofing off most of the time" or "over producin,J near 
d~adline time'' there is a definite difference in labor .. . . .. . . . ' 
productivity near the deadline time. 
the concept described. 
Fiaure 2 
.J 
Figure 2 
>-.. 
., 
'I ~ . , 
..... 
~ I 
..... 
)... 
(..) 
:::, 
f:l 
c::, 
a= I 
Q. I 
Q::'. 
<:) 
I 
l 
CIJ 1. 
~ 
~ i 
I 
I 
I 
'· 
I 
' 1. 0 1 
.) 
Hours Before Deadline 
Traditionally background and syndicated news stories 
tend to be among the larger stories appearing in a news-
Pa.per, Examples of this type of copy are presidential 
Speeches pre-released to the press and the syndicated news I 
columns that appear in most newspapers. The .. ~ ........ a · - 1.., e -"-- '',.' ~ ~ i -- ' 1," J .-__ _ 
.... - re-
leased as much as 2 or 3 days ahead of the scheCul..:·d edition 
dat~ and are put into production as early as possible in 
7 
order to save production capacity for the deluge of copy 
that inevitably arrives near the deadline time. 
' Stories written at the last minute tend to be 
$barter because they were done under time constraint and 
perhaps because little space was saved for them. 
, si.ze may vary with time in a manner such as that shown 
:i.n Figure 3. 
:I 
d 
1,. 
1. 
i 
! 
.,. 
Figure 3 
1 l ..3 
Hours Before Deadline 
.8: 
• 
THE OBJECTIVE DEFINED 
The preceding corrunents have already implied that the 
objective of this investigation was 
..f:easibility of utilizing a computer to so1.,~(-· tr1c: decision 
making problems of a business manager. !·lore 
the 6bjective has been to provide a working tool for t~1c 
executive of the newspaper publishing plant. S irnu 1 tarieous 1 v 
... 
ah attempt has been made to provide a working tool for 
Other future applications. 
J.ob-shops and newspaper operations have a great deal 
o,f· similarity; i. e., the newspaper pla!1t uses a qrotlJ) of ..,_.,. . 
b.asic raw materials (ink, paper and t~:lPC) to rJr(~ci:..:cc-: a 
new product daily. Each production system has a 
df pieces of equipment available to produce product as 
·n~eded. Similar to the job-shop, newspaper production •,: I 
equipment is idle a great deal of the time. I i 
l l Although the newspaper production plant and job-shop I 
are similar in many ways, 
highly automated (web fed 
tl1e nc\·.~sr)a;J(]r also contains ..... .... 
tape 
operated composing machines, etc.) produc tio!1 de~\- i c~-~'.S. i 
I Iq fact, one of the earliest applications of n~;erically 
I 
1 
"L 
ctjntrolled production machines was that of the tape ~cd I i 
-11·necasting machine that is so prevalent in the 
plant. "The Teletypesetter perforator has been .., ,,. usea tor 
punched tape control of line composing machines either 
1 directly or via communications link since 1932;--. 0 
9 
l 
r 
' 
_A problem of production that is quite pronounced for tbe newspaper system is the fluctuation in workload size 
artd the amount of time allotted (deadline) to the oroduction ... O'f the product. This feature precludes the possibility of 
setting up a balanced automatic production line to optimize 
the use of men, machines and materials; tl1cre is usuallv no 
• 
_possibility of acquiring other \vork to util.i:r:c: t11c 
-specialized newspaper production equipment. 'I'l1c:S(: limi-
tations make it quite difficult to minimize newspaper 
production costs. 
Because there can be no inventory of finished news-
papers, sufficient production equipment must be provided to handle the daily production requireDcnts. Com.man sense 
... tells one that this is no way to rur1 ci bl1siness economically, but the· nature of the newspaper product 
,i_pro,d:uced to order in the least possible tir:~,t~ 
Since the peak production load cannot be 
tl1at it be 
,:- .. ' --. .,.., .. • :::, • .) l-. .. ~ • • 
-
out 
an:d eq.uipment must be provided for all antici1Jatcci i.: 8 /t·r:t-
ualities of production load, the only item that one -c· -.. .::--· .,."" 
.-A .. it 
9-ttempt to utilize more efficiently is the labor of the 
product·ion system. 
Labor is a major growing cost component of any pro-duction system. In the typical newspaper plant, labor 
c.osts alone contribute approximatel}; 50'1 of tr·1c costs of 
.. 
.. 
", 
producing a newspaper. With ever inc r ea s i n er u 11 i o r: ,_i c· :-:·. £1 n d s J it is most important that labor be used as 
10 
~-. 
~-
i 
I 
l 
as t;>"o·ssible. Subsequent pages of this thesis contain 
re.commendations concerning the use of simulation to 
·:investigate production problems and demonstrate the feasi-.. bility of using dynamic programming to provide optimum 
mann±ng for the system simulated. 
The proposed solution has been oriented toward solv-ing both the needs of the newspaper -... . ... man a ere r --. n c • · · ,, r·· •. i c.. • - ""''· -Iii • 
_,.. __ ,,._ 
shop op··e.r.ator. In spite of efforts to remain general, the 
·sol.ution probably is of most value to tl1e ne\,.rspapcr 
:manager. The degree of success with which a solution has been provided for job-shop types of operations remains for the reader to determine since tl1e scope of this study has necessarily been limited to the newspaper production , 
op:erq.;tion ! 
;: 
i· 
'· I 
r 
*l Phillips, Arthur, <;ornputer Peripl1erals And 'I'y1Jcset ting, Her Majesty's Stationery Office, London, Englar:d 1968, p. 383. 
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THE GENERAL SOLUTION DESCRIBED 
Characteristics of the newspaper plant necessitate 
·the ·provision of extra men to satis::::· t11c pcc1;.,:: ,,.;orkload 
and short deadlines. S l. n C e e Ve r y \ i O -,.- 1 , n r- C .~ r Y"' C' t~ t) .• r t s e~ d \ .J.. J'-.. ~ c.:l Ji. • • • .. -J . _ ~ C, w , 
contin.uously with efficiency, the real secrr· t to C()S t 
.sa.ving must lie in the most efficient use of -~c· -· st ' ,1 ' . 
.. -J " ' .•• f." '"·-· 
expensive personnel--even if it requires the less cf:icient 
use of less expensive personnel. Careful personnel plan-
·_n:ing can include the adjustment of ,vork shifts ( to permit 
'· 
1 
trietn to overlap at peak periods) to reduce the use of 
o~~rtime and the call out of part time \~orkers. Over a 
longer time period the selectior1 of ec1ui~_::~·.'.,~~:1t and deadline 
t~mes can also be determined most opt ir:·.~-~ i l}~. . I I 
' 
·., 
T_he complexity of the newspaper production S)'Stem 
-and tli.e rigid constraints of deadlines and 
tions make it extremely important that tl1e 
Ur"\ l_. r1 Tl •1 • -. ·· ~ , .. __ '\ t_~_- 1 ~ -' '--,.1 • ti 
... ·-~· f ~:,/ ~ ..... u ;---,.' 
. 
. co-rnt)U t:c r l)C ... 
. 
utilized to assist in the decision making processes. The proposed solution consists of the t\•JO steps that follo\t1: 
l. Simulate the present (or proposed) S\'5 tern, and .. 
:2. determine optimum manning anc1 total cost. 
A custom designed simulation progran1 is needed to 
ptovide a means of easily simulating c1r1j· r1c~ ... ~sr)ilfJC:r oper-
ation or other group of production operatio:~s. 
be· ··ideal to have a simulation progra_m that 1,•loulcl i:c~ ;50 
easy to use that persons familiar with the newspapor 
business would be able to use the program even though they 
12 
·,· 
had ~o previous experience with using a computer to 
$imu1ate production operations. 
I 
! In addition to being able to simulate present and 
proposed newspaper production operations, the prime 
~jective of this paper is to describe a means of 
utilizing dynamic programming to minimize the manning 
cost 0£ the operations that have been simulated. The 
steps of the combined simulation and optimization would ' 
include those that follow: 
1. Construct a simulation model containing files of--
a. Men 
:b:. Machines 
Op~rations 
d. Departments 
2~ Run the model to determine--
a. Statistics on men, machines, operations and 
departments-- and 
b. Boundaries for optimization. 
3. Run the optimization to determine--
a. Optimum labor cost and 
b. Optimum labor manning. 
The simulation program and the labor optimization 
program are discussed separately in sections that ::ol low. 
13 
\ 
' 
CHARACTERISTICS REQUIRED OF THE SIMULATION MODEL 
It is almost impossible to identify all of the 
variables in the newspaper production s 11 s tern and anticipate the changes that can be expected in the future as the 
s.ystem continues to evolve. Therefore, 
characteristics that are required of a sirrr0.l:.1ti.:-Jr1 s:/stem 
for the newspaper business are flex ib i 1 it~~/ 2.r:.u. (_: .:1!:-:; c· :~'.:: 
The term "flexibility" was selected rat11e:r tt:~1r1 tl,e 
term "modular" because simulation moc1ules tl1at couici i)c: 
prepared today would be obsoleted soon by • • a n11nor cr1ange 
in the system unless they had the ability to change \r:i th 
:t.:ime:.. . . ·-· ', . - . 
As partial assurance against obsolescence it is pro-posed that extensive files of characteristics, describing 
e,ac:h man, machine and operation, be utilized rat11c:!~ tl1an building representations of them into indi\ridt.1L1l. :~~.c:·dt:1t:~s 
that would lie relatively inflexible wi tl1in tr1err.sc~ 1 \"c·~;. It is p~oposed that each individual operation refer~r1ce eit?1er (or both) a type of machine and a man occupation 1-a t!1cr 
't:han a specific man or machine. Each operatiori. also must 
re,f~:rence the operation fallowing it. In this manner, the 
machine and labor files could remain relatively unchanged 
even though simulations were changed thro~g!~ simple changes to: the operation file. A list of son1e of tl1e cl1aracteris-
tics required of the simulation model follows: 
14 
:'v.lork_ Load Related Characteristics: 
~ Ability to vary work load arrival (frequency) with deadline nearness. ( see figure 1) 
-. Ability to reduce the size of stories that arrive near deadline time. ( see f igurc 3) 
·- Ability to process groups of ir1cli,,:idt.:.al \vork loads as a batch by combining them (as ir1 combining portions of a page into a \•ll1olc t)c1c:c:). 
- Ab i 1 it y to s p 1 it up a \~Jo r k 1 o a c: i ::. t. rj t: ~ .. .-o s (~!)a r a t e operations (as in the separate 1.J1-c)cc·ssir1~.~; c):: a headline and the storyT associated \•:it11 it). 
Machine Related Characteristics: 
- Definitions of individual machine speeds and cycle time.s. 
- Definitions of operational (both fixed and load ,related) costs. 
~ Indication of whether a machine operator is required and his occupation classification. 
·tabor Related Characteristics: 
- Define occupations of men. Each man s!1ould be assignable to another occupational cl~ssification (if necessary) to meet deadline ti~,cs. 
- Occupational pay rates (regular and overtime) of each man. 
- Workshift times of each man. 
- Lunch period and break times of each man. 
- Deadline effect on labor producti\rity; work pace is proportional to proximity of deadline. ( see figure 2) 
- Histogram of maximum number of men needed (~ hour time intervals) for each operation. 
Production.Operation Related Characteristics: 
:1 
- Define each operation including storages and transports. 
- Define whether an operation is machine or man paced. 
15 
I 
) 
- Denote whether the man is free to be used for 
another operation or required to watch the machine 
continuously. 
- If the man was used elsewhere denote whether he or 
another man is available to unload the rnachine at 
the end of the cycle and whether it must ;,:ait ::or a 
man. 
- Any sequence of production operations (from a single 
operation to the entire newspaper production system) 
should be definable. 
- Material costs should be included. 
':r'o Verify that the computer program has been supplied 
~e proper data and that it is performing properly, a 
con$iderable cl.mount of input and output information should I 
\ 
be produced. Some of the data desired include those that 
follow: 
Input Data Listing 
Labor related characteristics: 
- Department number 
- Employee number 
- Primary occupation 
- Primary occupation pay rate 
- Alter11ate occl11Jc1tion 
..L 
- Alternate occup~tion pay rate 
- Shift start tin~c 
- Shift end tin1c 
- Lunch start time 
- Lunch dura·tion 
- First break start tin1e 
- Second break start time 
- Rest break duration 
Work related characteristics: 
- Work load input rate 
- Deadline effect on input work 
- Maximum and minirnun1 an1oun t of 
work batch 
16 
load size 
units oer 
... 
:. ,. 
I 
Machine related characteristics: 
- Machine type n w-nber 
- Department number 
- Machine serial r1w11ber 
- Machine production rate 
- Machine cost 
- Machine purchase date 
- Depreciation cur\~c t·,;1:Je 
- J.. 
- Average breakdo\.,·11 ~1-cc1uency and duration 
- Machine operating cost 
Operation related characteristics 
- Operation type number 
- Department number 
- Next operation 11 un1-ber 
- Alternate operatior1 number 
- Probabili t~/ of ne:·:t c1nd alternate operations - Man operation required 
- Man operation ( f i:-:ccJ. IJortion) duration Man producti vi t::~:1 
- Denote if man is free for other work a 
- Round trip tin1c ·to next operation 
- Machine cycle time Cycle time (man or machine) determinant 
Trace Capability - Required to tJcrzni t ~3 ir~-.-J 1 a tion step sequence listir1<;. 
~utput Data Required 
Labor related data for each man: 
- Man number 
- Amount of time spent at each occupation 
- Wages for entire sl-1ift (;\sst:r-:1.c: r::1-i!~~:1.r·\~ 
-
.. Occupatl. on wl1cn 110·- n•-'r1,-,;-~,·-i -~~!. '.'C~ •r·; 
·1. 
... L .,____,. L _ ... ,.. __ ,. ____ , , ...- ..._ _ __, "'--- .._.... .... __ _.; t .. -- ---*' • ,; 
- Percent of \\1 a er cs t1 ·ti l .i z ,_: l~ :) 1: o d ·.J. ct i '!,:cl v J ~ i - E 1· t -. 
-1. 
. • 
a r i e s p r o o u c c i \/ ::_: :.::_ i =~ _ '__'. 
- Latest producti~-c ti:~c 
- Actual total productive time 
- Total non-productive tin1e 
Labor related data for all men combined: 
(Sarne as above except swnrnari,~c:ci for each occupation. ) 
J 
Data for each machine: 
Machine n un1bcr 
- Amount of tirnc spent productively 
- TO ta 1 S i IT1 tl 1 cl t i O I1 t i r'.'; (; 
P e r C en -t Q {:- -•- 0 --l.- :::'1 1 S l. --- ' . .1 . - t' - ..: r--. T"" •~ i ffi r-. - _;_ L L a ~ .. '-"' J_... ,._.:.. L 1-",-... ~: • • L .- i ~ ~ spent prod ucti \7C l'j_· 
- Amount of tin1e 
empty or load 
- Arnour1t of time 
spent -
.tor rnan to 
idle 
Data for each machine type: 
- ( Same as above e:·:ccrJt sununar i zed for each machine t~rpc.) 
Operation related data: 
- Total material cost for each individual operatio11 
- Total labor cost of each individual aper-ation 
- Total cost for cac11 indi\~idt;.al orJeration ;,,, 
- Total COS t f Or a 11 0 ") ,.,. r :1 ;._ i' o··-._ r: (_. r .... ,(·) ..... ' \J-· ~- 1"1 -. a-l C .._., L. • • ._;i: i._. - •' • " .l.. • • l,. 
A simulation program could be \vritter1 st.1cr-:. tz1a.t it 
·wo_·uld vary through all of the combinatior1s 
each type of man and machine and test ti1en1 
by means of a simulation run. It is impractical to S .. 1 """""•-...,.,. ~. ·• .. 
of 
ulat.e all possible combinations of men and macl1ines l)ecause 
.o·f ·time and- cost requirements. The simulation time and 
co·st cf even a small problem would become prohibi ti \re. 
Af-ter considerable thought concerning tl1e problem of 
:~·im'l.llation time and cost, it was decided tl1a t a merging 
9f simulation and dynamic programn1ing tecl1nic1ues might I 
provide the best answer. 
only means of determining whether quantities o~ 
and men dould actually meet production deadline 
~ork loads satisfactorily. Similarly, dynamic prograzT.l-:~iing 
18 
... 
. -
""· 
appeared to be ideal for the determination of the optimum 
quantities of men and machines to perform the operations. 
The Most logical choice therefore was to seek to utilize 
ho:th simulation and dynamic prograrruning to 
the 
c.ombined task most efficiently. 
des¢l'.:'ibe the concept more completely . 
19 
USING DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING TO OPTIMIZE fvtf'\t~t~It~G 
Upon beginning this study the solution of the multi-
·dimensional dynamic programming pro1J le:n-1 ( uti 1 i zing men, 
machines, time and work load) appeared to be an insurmount-
able task. A dynamic program which utili?.:c::ci ::ot1r \ra1-iables 
app.eared to be quite complex and offered tl1e tl11~cc1t c): con-S·U.IUing mo·re computer time than the al terna ti ve 
irrg· all possible man and machine combinations. 
C 
·~ ..... ,, .... ...., O.::... si~.;tJ..Ld"'"-
Dynamic progranuning appeared to be practical only 
if some simplification of the problem could be achieved. 
Sirnplif ication was made possible t11rough tl1e assumption 
that a .. bost reduction is not possible in the newspaper 
b·us-iness if a machine is unused. 
.-
. 
. . 
,• It is a reasonable 
~ 
· ,.~ ..,- ne· ~·s-~ I ' .•• ~ - ·s.-·· --~ 
• 
assumption because a machine is 
--------------------------paper production and, if it is not used, it . 1.S 
ject to depreciation and overhead costs, and it . l.S not 
norrna..lly used to produce other profit making products. 
Another simplification is possible because each 
production plant is filled with men of unique (union pro-
tected} occupations, levels of skill and differing pay 
r.a"tes • In most cases there is no choic~ o: 
. . . ·-. 
man. to use for a particular job; l1is occur)~ LicJ:1 "' l .. -, (A__. :;.....- '-' 
terinine that. The only variable that can be 
is the number of men and the efficiency \tJi th 
used. With these simplifications the problem became more 
suited to the use of dynamic progra.mrning; it was reduced 
20 
t9· that of optimizing the use of manpo\ver through con-:1 .:. ' 
sefvation of the most expensive labor. 
As is shown subsequently, dynamic progranuning can 
_ .. ___..,,. 
. 
I '. -~ 
.determine optim~ manning, 
L 
can detern1ine 110\•t rn.:1 :1 \" t:-:cn of 
-
ea¢h occupation to use for a particular work load, and 
can denote whether to use additional men or overtime to 
accomplish the task most economically. 
Optimization Program Input 
To be able to produce realistic solutions to the 
systems simulated, certain information must be supplied 
'to the optimization program. The simulation program must 
p:rovide the dynamic (optimization) prograrn , .. li tl1 the 
following information: 
- total labor {hours) 
combined 
required by all occupations 
- maximum overtime permissible 
- maximum number of men available of eacl1 occt,oa-
.. tion type 
- minimum number of man l1ours (of eacr1 occ·,J:J:1:.ion 
.... type) required to accorn1_)lisl1 tl1c sin1ulatior1 - labor cost for eacl1 o cc ;J i_j z.1 ti C)r1 
~ 
- minimum call out tirnc .fc)r- C:c:.cl1 occupation 
- overhead cost for eacl1 occupation 
- work shift duration 
Optimization Program Output 
The output desired from the dynamic (optin1ization) 
p.r.ogr.am is the least cost solution for the \•;or~~ load 
presented to the simulation program. 
in.elude---
- total labor cost 
The solution sl1ould 
- labor cost for each occupation 
21 
•. 
,, 
- quantity of regular shift men for each 
occupation 
- quantity of overtime hours for each occupation 
- number of partial shift hours ~or each occu-
pation 
In~ormation of this kind would permit a production 
manager to know the lowest cost manning for a g re,~:; 
Production operations that have been simulated. 
.-j,...,, ,., 
''!;,,-4· ~ 
changing quantities of men or machines or the sequence of 
operations (method), the manager could determine the 
effect that changes could have upon deadlines and costs. 
, 
A COMPARISON TO THE TRADITIONAL DYNAf1IC PROGRA.M 
.A Ii terature search reveals that dynamic programming 
.has been applied to problems in many different fields of 
endeavor. However, no reference was found that describes 
the appli_cation of dynamic progranuning to tl1e 
of .manpower in production operations. 
The object of using dynamic programming is to produce 
.an .o.ptimum manning solution to the production problem 
without simulating each possible solution. Simulations 
requir:e, a considerable amount of con1outer runnino time. ~ J 
In fact.,. each individual simulation may require as much 
¢.ompu.ter time as the total dynamic progra.nvnir1g 
:run. 
The dynamic program for optimizing manpo\ver utiliza-
tion, that is being described here, is based upon Bellman's 3 principle of optimality. Larson noted tl1a t "Tl1e principle 
of optimality can be stated as follows: 
trajectory from point A to point C, the portion of t!1e 
trajectory from any intermediate point B to point C must 
be the optimal trajectory from B to C. 0 
* 
2 Bellman, R., Dynamic Programming, Princeton University Press, Princeton, N.J., 1957. 
3 Larson, Robert E., State Increment Dynamic Programming, American Elsevier Pub. Co. Inc., Ne\.; Yor}~, N.Y., 1968 p. 16 
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Figure (4) below (similar to Fig. 2.2 in Larson) 
.... 
denotes the fact that the best point A to point C solution 
.mtist contain point B, and therefore tl1e best solution of 
:poi.n't$ B to C is part of the best solution from points A 
Figure 4 
C 
A 
.I'f t:he manning problem is expressed in ti1e terms of 
2 o.ynami.c programming as expounded b~, Bel lrnar1. , tl1e 
variables can be equated to those that follo,.•.~: 
l 
State variable worker occupation type 
Control variable quantity of labor of each occupation 
Stage variable = total amount of labor hours (time) to be accomJ)lished .. 
Th.e usual dynamic programming solution \t.1orks back 
:f;ro.m th.e final objective to the starting point and saves 
the best set of solutions found in oc t tir1q tl1e re. -' 
~· Although 
it was unnecessary to do so, the d ,, n arni c ~:) r cJ c; 1: a:nrr. i ?l. a J. .... 
.... J 
so.lu.tion that was developed (as part of this t11c·~s.is) for 
labor optimization develops the answer in a reverse manner. 
24 
T·:he stage variable ( total labor hours of work to be 
adcomplished by all occupations) is first accomplished 
as completely as possible by the first occupation. In 
other words, the program attempts to do tl1c entire job, 
:tip to· the limitation of the total amount of \•lork (including maximum overtime) that is possible, with tl1e n1er1 of the first occupation. 
Ne-xt, t-he most economic solution is developed for the 
c.ornb:in:E=d use of the minimum amounts of occupatio11s 
'.l .an.a 2 and the best combination of amounts of labor tl1at ar·.e beyond the minimum required. The solution is developed £or all amounts of work up to the total labor i1ours to be 
ac:comp,lished or the total amount possible (1,•titl1 tl1e a\rail-
able men and the use of as much o\rertin1e as is possible) for the two occupations combined. 
The solution is developed similarly with each succeed-ing ocd~pation, until all have been considered, by 
e.ac·h occupation in combination with tl1e best solutio11!:1 fc,r th.-e :previous combination of occupations. In tl1is rnanr1er, the: lowest cost combinations of manning are developed for 
:e·ac.h amount of labor to be accomplished. 
A.$ in regular dynamic programming, the use of limits tends. to decrease the number of calculations recJllired and tb reduce the total calculation time. The control 
v·g.ria.ble, ·tri,e amount of labor of each type of occur)ation, is limited to a maximum consisting of the product of tr1e 
maximum number of men and the total amount of hours tl1at 
25 
; 
each man can work in a single day. (See the double cross-
ha·tched area in the upper left portion of Figure 5). The 
.low.er solution control limit is the n1inin1wn nu.mber of man 
hours· that can be utilized of each occupation and still -
.accomplished the total task within tr1e dcac:l ir1e lin1i ts 
of the newspaper plant. (This limit would lJe ;Jro\ridcd ... 
,.by p.receeding simulation runs and appears as ti1e lo\.;er 
orossbatched portion of Figure 5). 
A source of computational savings (that is probably 
unique to this application) is possible because of the 
£act that computations of the stage variable (total 
:amount of work to be accomplished by all occupations) can be :reduced by the amount of the combined s~:n1.l·~\Z1tion of the 
mini:tnum amounts of labor required by each of t11c: ()cc·'":~)a-··' 
t.ions. -Since a minimum arnoun t of labor is rec1ui. 2.-r·c: (J: 
rno-st. occupation types, the solutions that coulci be dc'lelop-$.d at the extreme high arnoun ts of total com.bined labor 
c-ould not be used in the final solution even if ti1e~:l were 
to be computed as better solutions. 
Figure 5 illustrates the concept being described. 
Bott·:om crosshatching denotes the n1inin1w-n r1·...:r~-:1:ic::r of labor hours of each occupation that must be us,,,:.i i:-: t::,'. :· i::::.l 
S:olution to the optimization. The upper crossl:~:.t._·~:_:::.;s .and 
·dotted lines denote the intermediate computations that 
not be made since the amounts of labor of the solution 
would be produced for those areas could not possibly be 
26 
• 
J: ,1 , __ -· •-~~ ' ' 
..... .-·· --~ o· 
... ·~ '= 
li's_,e·d. ir1 th.e :fi.'nal s,·olution. 
. - . . ... •.. . ... ' . . . . . It can be seen that only the 
portion of the solution to all occupations that is denoted 
by the arrows and the words "labor remaining to be used for 
optimum" could be used. The upper portions that are cross-
hatched and above the dotted line could not be used in the 
final solution and do not need to be computed. 
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A DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE OPTIMIZATION PROGPJ\l·l 
:The: basic task of the optimization program is to 
s_e·lec·t the lowest cost solution froni, all of the feasible 
so·lutions. Before the optimization program can begin to develop the optimum solutions to the problc~1, of 
The first type of information that is to be provided 
by the simulation program is the minimu.n1 a.mouz\t of lalJo!: 
'"'-, 
of each occupation type that can be utilized i~ the final 
:optimum solution. A simple technique is used to determine the rn.inimum amount of men that can be utilized of a 
pa~ticular occupation; it is determined by keeping the 
number of men of all other occupa·tic)n.s at tr1c rr.~1:•:.i:~'.:..1m 
·n_umb.er available and running the sirnulatior1. 1.,;i 7_::_:1 
less :men of the occupation in question until t:1.e 
c:a:nno.t be met. One man more than the quantity 
which the simulation could not be accomplished successful l~.r' 
within the production deadline times is the n1inimwn nurnl)er 
of men of that particular occupation that could be utilized in a least qost manning solution. 
After recording the minimum quantity of men (of the first occupation) that can be utilized in the ~inal 
so·lution, the quantity of men of the first occl.;.i:~1tion is 
restored to the maximum quantity available. S . 1 ., --, . _.... --. r ,. ~ • f ·, ,~. i-- I UD:::;; (,1..' "" • .. , •• L \, ' ~ .. the man power of each occupation type is systematicall::' 
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•• 
:re·d.uoed .one a·t ·a time (in the manner that was described 
ab·ove) t'o· determine the minimum quantity of men required 
of each occupation type. In other words, each minimum is 
determined by permitting the use of the ma>:imum quantity 
of men (and machines) of all occupations and systematically 
r·ed ..u:cing the quantity of only one occu:)o..t1_c)r1 man at 
a time until the newspaper cannot be producc:d i11 t:1L1 
limits permitted. 
.. . 
. 
-1....1.me 
'The minimum number of men of each occupation that 
permit the work load to be accomplished and still meet the 
de::adl .. in_e. constraint are the lo\ver boundaries of manr1ing 
for a feasible solution. Upper boundaries of manning must 
nec.e.$.sarily be the total number of men tl1at are available 
in each occupation classification. 
The second kind of information that is provided by 
t.he. simulation program is the minimum an1ou11 t 
labor hours required for the best simulation solutio11. 
The minimum amount of labor hours is determir1ed \,;l1ile 
establishing the lower boundary quantities for each 
occupation type. (This may not be tl1e absolute minimum 
quantity of total labor hours required to accomplish''the 
:one best" simulation run. .. . . .. ' . Actually, it is tl1e rnir1it7illi'"n 
amount of labor required to accomplish the . " . S l ~ ... _,_· · · 1 "'_ •• ~ on 11 n t- " ,,--ti I •""'",.,.,.."._ ........... L....... • that 
:teq.uired the least amount of total labor hours.) 
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.By accepting the minimum amount of total labor hours 
:a-:s :t.h·e task that must be accomplished, dyna.mic 
:c_an be utilized to determine the least cost combination of 
men, of· the various occupations, that are required to 
~ccomplish the total labor hour task. 
Boundaries to the dynamic program are: 
1. the minimum number of rnc:11 tl1at car1 be utilized of each Occupatl. on type, ..!--0 .......... . ..-,C 1--.-..-~,..,·-, l ·i (-~ .. ~-.. , r-..: r~--·~ 1 ··-) •--- i r-·\,~ S c_ L cl.L -~-··~--'--.~~-:>.:..~ ~:-i.L •. ; 1 ..... J.c .. ~_, .... , .... ;i.~ .... w i thin the prod u c t i on cl c a. ci J. i r-1 c: L i :~.·. ·~~ ::; , r' ~~ ~ ~ ._ · :: i .. :· s t type of information fron1 tl1e sin".ula.ti.c)r1 ~)1:c::~;t·i:1:n) and-
4. the maximum number of men of each occupa+:ion t:;tpe that can be hired. 
The basic concept involved in the optimization of cost 
.t·s. t:hat of utilizing the most expensive labor occupatio11s in a manner so as to save money. Savings are accomplished 
tl1 .. rough the most efficient use of higl1est cost men by a leas efficient use of less costly men. 
If a minimum quantity of men of each occupation \,;ere 
-ho·t r·equired (only a maximum quantity of rne!1 oE c"1c::1 
o·c::cupatio·n}, the problem involved would be quite sin1ilar 
to t:.h--e $1:.andard dynamic programming exa.mples tl1a t arJ:IJC: ar i:n. text books . An example of the flow chart required for 
. a s·imple optimization of this type would be similar to the 
bne shown in Figu~e 6. 
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The preceding flow chart shows only part of the problem 
th.at must be solved. Other features that must be provided 
include those that follow: 
" 
1. Minimum man hours of each occupation - The d~1 namic program must produce the least cost solution t!1at l. s feas1·b1e whi· le usi· r·q"' ,:-~+-L 1,. · .. :::~ .. · ·L· .. _~, .• ~,,,."l. ,..., .: H ....... , ·'.:1.~o··nt .l - ._... - "'---" - ..., - ) L .;:. ~ L: II ~ ·~ , l ' ~ .. * It 1!..., .• _. + 1 ,~~ " ., 'U of man hours of each occu1:),=1 t.:i_~:,:1. 
2. Minimwn call out hours - Ec1c~1 t'tar1 r:1.ust be oaid for ... 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
at 1 ea St the rn l. n i' m un1 n un·1 ~- .·-, r, - ,--., ~:: ·.,, .~·.· ....... ,- ,:~~ ... •,., •·.• ·- ;'\ ~. ., ......... - ·o,· e· _  - .... >.) t:..-: -- ~ .... _ ........ '-- .._,. ..- -.._) -......._,. ;. .. '-.t !,._ • • t.~-, \...,... Cl. J: ~ 
_. 
Called to Work. (I f mi' r1i' 1'''', -~';- r" -·, 1 : . . . •. ·., ,,·· •• .,. ,-• 
.. 
..,'!' .... 
1 l .. ... .... ~ '-' •. ·. ..__ _.... ...Jo.. __ .... _ 
·., -- f,~...., ..... • 
.. .. 
_. 
-.ii. ._. .. --.i 
,_ "' • ., 
occupation is larger tl1,::_111 t.}1_,_· : ... ::-~i.:·:,.·_::~·. :~-.. ~1:-:. :'.:,:· .. ::..~:; required of the oc cu1:) a tio!1, :·:: i r:. i:~'. u1~1 ca 11 O\J t .is ;J.s.ed instead of minimum man l1ours.) 
Work shift duration -
standard work shift. 
normal shift duration 
rate.) must l::ic 
Maximum work shift - rna}:in1u.rn nur-:1bcr a man can work (including o,.-c~rtir:1c) 
Pay rate for each occupation - rI1!1c payed to workers of eacl1 occupation hour of labor. 
of hours that 
l.. n .:::) s· ; '1 ·L,..... i ,-.. d a· }" a ~~-- - ...... • -• -J!b.. ,..._,_ 
• 0 
t .. ,."11' ......... --... \ ' ·. ' . , ~..) '"'' 
- ... 
~ 
:~ (.) r eaci1 
Overhead rate fur each occupation - Ti1c amount of additional hourly COSt inCiJ.1:-rl_:,~l f:01=- ~:;·~:!.:'l~'. r·,e_ ,_lc~t,l"./i-tl. es and floor space·· . r1·1 '1·, l ,-, -- .. ,, , .. .., .. ~~ ~- ('' ·; .. ,, ( ·1 "r.; ,.· ·,-~ , .. , .. ~ .. ; ) ..._ .i.. _._ 0 ,.:_.:._ ! .. t...__ ..... > 1.J l. l L '-- 1.._ .-. .. .. ,,, L.• ~ • i.._., 
.._-·_1 ,.. • \ __ .,- i..,,_. ,...i~ ·~ be neglected in some solutions lJut \~as included in the program design. 
Overtime pay multiplier - The multiplier constant used to convert from the recrl1 lar to o~..rc: rt, i:~-.c" :)cl\~ _, 
"' "' 
rates. (example: Time and onc'.-l1c1l :: IJa:_:· :~c1r o,/er-time labor hours= 1.5) 
Addition of the preceding features complicates the 
p·r·oblem wnsiderably. 
ploc:k diagram (figure 7) and the simplified f lo\,; c11i1rt (figure 8) denote. 
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BASIC LABOR COST MINIMIZATION FUNCTIONS 
START 
INITIALIZE FILES 
AKD 
INPUT BO T ! ; -: D -;:, }) T f: ~ u ~ \ .... j,, I.. ...L ~-) .._.., 
INPUT 
OCCUPATIOl\J Di\rrA 
ROUTINE TO: 
T01I1AL cos~c r,ILE 
WIT IJ ?\.I' .. I, ' .. ' . l l'l l.''i .:.··1l_,"-·l 
REQUIRED LJ\DC)l< OF 
EACII OCCGl~ 1\11 IOI< 
PRINT DEDICATEl) 
LABOR AND COS'l1 S 
ROUTINE rro: 
COtiP UTE l.,1 I I\ I!'·1 l~?\1 
COST SOLUrl1 IO~< FOI~ 
RE1'u'tI:\J Ii\ G T1/:.I3(J l<. 
RE Q T "." I I)£:"' '·•1 "i •' ' . r; '. e....: l) \. ~ .L-1 .... 1 .1. L-· 
--------.-- -·· -----
p RI l\J T I rJ r:r L l~ -
MEDIAr:rE 
RESULrl1 S 
PRINT FINAL 
L0\'\7EST co sr:r 
AND Iv1Ai\J l'~ I ~\JG 
END 
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The labor optimizing dynamic program can be divided 
into the functions shown (see figure 7) 
flow chart. 
in the simolificd 
... 
Those functions include: 
1. File initialization 
2. Inputting of boundaries 
3. Inputting of occupation data 
4. A routine to fill the toc:.c:.l cost file with the 
minim um require C:l l c_1lJ CJ ::c c~) ~ · · : ,~~ c_: 1~ c.: c.: ~.1 ::, .~1 t. i ()!1 • 5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
.. P r l
. n t i· n g o f m i· n i· n.1 - -. T'. ... ,- - . , ~ , · .,; , - . ,· : ·1 - ·, - ~ - .. - • 
-:.L....~, .LC'~_:u .. L!. '_ ._ ... ..:..-_: ... ,__.,: ~ ..... --· "•'3t:S. A r O U t l
. n e to c o n·1 p ·u j_ , -L ~ · · • · ; ~ -. : · - · · - · - • • ·• • •• ') 1 '. ~ t" 1.· on 
. - L ~ L - ~ 1, _ _. - •• -~- - - -~ - • ·-.... • • • ' :, . ,_) \ •• - -- .... ._ 
for the remaininG labo:~ :··,c:·.:; :~··:· .. ·-::':;, 
J -
Printing of intcrmcdi2tc solc..:tic::s. 
Extraction and printing of the: final lcwest cost 
and manning solution. 
Figure 8 shows the optimization program in additional 
(to permit comparison) of the program listing. 
The dialog 
detail and shows some of the program statement numbers 
that follows applies to both figure 8 and the appended 
.p-ro·gram listing. 
(by the simulation program) 
Input data that must be provided to the dynamic program 
includes tl1e 
that Can be used for each occupation and the tot,.1l. :,o"c.H."S of 
~rk that must be done by all occupations combined. 
The minimum quantity of labor hours that can be 
utilized of each occupation type is used as the lower 
boundary for the manning solution. 
These quantities of 
labor of each occupation type must be utilized before 
optimum use of the remaining amount of labor can be attempt-
ed. The total amount of productive labor that must be 
utilized is the approximate amount of total labor that 
sat_isfies the simulation . 
. 
;: 
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Data tha-t. must be provided to the labor optimization program for each occupation includes: ... 
1. Minimum labor call out time 
.2·. Overhead cost 3. Regular time pay rate 4. Maximum nwnber of men available 
These costs and boundaries are used to compute manning 
co.sts. and provide realistic manning solutions. 
Following file and pointer initialization a routine is .. entered to fill files with the minimurn requirecl :~.i::1r1riing 
of each occupation type. Tl1e routine (statement r1umbers / 20 to 1350) also computes the cost of utilizing tl1e labor. Although a minimum amount of labor l1ours of eacl1 occupation type must be utilized, this routine must use available men in the most economic manner. Econon:1~,,r i· s ac· c· r-,,-~'~', 1 i ,-~1 ·-':,a~ b,, • ' . .__, •.. ,_ --- .... ::::, l. • C 
'W 
.... 
... 
. :·µ·-s.i.n.g overtime and call out of men most efficic:r"'.t.l~-. 
P_rintout of the contents of the files 
m.i.nimllJll required labor of each occupation) 
( C O n ,- .':"l i ... , '\ f''!c ("ff .L,i.,..,......._ •• ....,..,':J: 
l.. S ace· c~ ................ 11.· S· 1"nsd .J1r\'~t,J - Ii~ .. :b:y· s-tatements having numbers bet\veen 3258 and 3290. Ti1e 
-pri:nt:out denotes the most efficient metl1od of providing the 
ab.Solu-te minimum amount of manning (and the cost) required 
:of eac·h occupation type. 
All remaining labor hours can be accomplished in the 
~anner that is most economical as there are no rc~strictions 
upon the usage of the remaining manpower. 
of tb.e:: program is required to accomplish the objecti~/c~ of 
·uti.lizing labor most economically. 
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A pair of nested DO loops control the optimization: 
The outer loop (statements 3291 to 11350) steps through 
·Occupations; the inner loop (statements 12980 to 1250) 
computes costs for each amount of labor l1ours to be accomp-
:l.ished_. For each occupation the labor hour loop must be 
traversed as many times as there arc total labor hours; 
:ail.- interior portion (12980 to 1250) must calc\_:1~1·-=-c~ \·alues (as many times as the quantity of total labo.r r1c)t1rs 
fac·torial) to determine whether uti li za tion of so!T\c 
labor· of _a previous occupation would produce a more t 
economical solution. The basic cost calculation equation : is shown in block 13240. Subsequent statements determine 
w.hether labor of previous occupations col.1ld be uti 1 i zed 
in combination with the occupation under consideration 
to produce a more economical solution. 
Each calculated cost is compared to the best solution 
s:-tor.ed previously. 
. 
l.S 
If the newly calculated cost 
than the previous cost, the old cost and rna11ning . l.S 1·c-
placed by the newer, lower cost, solution. 
·ments 13250 to 13290) 
(See state-
After completion of minimum cost calculations for all 
amounts of labor and each occupation, an intermediate 
,~Iolution sununary (statement 1300) is prirltcd. The summary 
inc·ludes the quantity of men used for 1.·lr1olo sl1i:ts, the 
,number of men called out for partial shifts, 
of hou:rs worked and the quantity of overtime l1ours :~or 
38 .. 
ea::¢h :amoun·t of labor hours. 
To conserve computer time, manning solutions were 
d~veloped for each occupation onl~' up to ti1e amount of 
l~bor required to accomplish the undc2ic2tcd ( oot ir?1li zable) .. 
amount of labor. BY SO lv l. n g the p r o· 1_-J· l ,:", r.'. ,· ,...., t '" ,· s·· ~~, ·-. """ "" ·• r~ ~ '-- - ..,..,_ ~ ~ • .;. .Ar,,, .... .. ·• ~ (~;_. Iii ~ .. it t_"' 
a .considerable amount of calculation \•las e 1 ir:1i :1ct "~: (-,~:.. Tl'le 
regular amount of calculation would l1ave beerl ti1i1 t , •. :i1 ich 
fol_.lows: 
Regular calculations= 0 x N! 
The quantity of calculations that are required with the 
(imp.roved) reduced method • lS that which follows: 
Reduced calculations= 0 x (N - D) ! 
where 
0 Number of occupations N = Number of labor l1ours of \•lork accomplished D Number of dedicated labo1- }10-. ... ~1.-s 
It: can be seen that the seconde::Juatior1 per:1~~its a con-
si,derable amount of c.alculation savings since tt1e sul)-
·t:raction of D from N reduces the total number of calctilr:itions 
by the amount of N ! - [(N - D) !] . In many problerns t11is 
simplification could reduce the proble.m computing time by 
several orders of magnitude. 
Following the completion of intermediate cost cal-
·CUla·tions for the last occupation the bc .. st cost solution 
for the. optirnizable labor of all • • ' .. ··11:, • occu1)a t. i 011 s co.nUJ 1 nee. 1.s 
ad-cled to the cost of the minimum required labor~ t.r1c1 t ~.,.·as 
·de·di:cated previously. The statements responsible ~er 
f in.ishing the filling of the final 
'- -
t file are statements 
( 
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l36Q to 1390. They also print the file contents which 
include the quantity of men used for whole shifts, the 
number of men called out for partial shifts, the quantity 
of hours worked and the quantity of overtime t1ours for 
each amount of labor hours. 
Only a final surmnary of the manning and costs of 
the -:qptirnum solution remains to be pro\rided. 
number 1470 to 1630 extract and print tl1e required 
manning and the costs of each occupation and the final 
total cost. 
A small sample problem is included belo\.1 to illus-
trate the manner in which the labor opti:~'.i:,:~1tion program 
works and to demonstrate the results nrod~ccd . .. 
parameters of the problem are sho\.;n in tl1e tabular- form 
in figure 9. 
SAMPLE PROBLEM INPUT DATA SUivlMARY 
Inp~ut Data: 
Work shift duration= 7.5 hours Maximum overtime permissible== 7.5 hours Total labor to be accomplished - 100 l1ours 
·occupation Number 1 2 3 4 5 
Min. Call Out Hrs. 2 2 2 2 2 Max. No. Men Avail. 2 1 1 1 1 Min. No. Man Hrs. 4 3 2 1 1 
6 7 
2 2 
2 1 
2 3 
8 
2 
2 
4 Hourly Pay Rate 3.65 4.25 1.76 2.49 3.41 1. 3 5 7.00 4.01 Overhead Rate 2.00 2.50 1.75 3.00 1.50 2.00 ? ?5 .... . ..... 1 00 .l • 
Labor Costs: 
' 
Hourly Labor Cost 
O. T. Labor Cost 
5.65 6.75 3.51 5.49 4.91 3.35 9.25 5.01 7.48 8.88 4.39 6.74 6.62 4.03 12.75 7.02 
Figure 9 
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:·The input data shown would have been provided by the 
newspaper production operation simulation program de-
scr~bed previously. In this case it would be required 
... 
t-hat a total of 100 hours of labor be 1JrcJc.tic:c~c: I)~/ 8 
·o.ccupations combined. A worker of e a c 11 o c c :..i IJ t:1 t:. i on type 
would. be required to work for the minimu.rn nu::·1bcr of 
ho.urs or the minimum call out amount of time (,~.,~hici1e\~cr 
I 
is larger) shown in the table. 
r·at:.e's would be those shown also . 
Pay rates and overl1ead 
. -. . '. .. 
. 
. 
. 
L·abor costs shown at the bottom of figure 9 are the 
r~Sult. of adding the labor and overhead rates for each 
,_q_q:cupation; the overtime labor sl10\•ln is tl1e resu 1 t of 
mul·tiplying the labor rate by a factor of 1. 5. 
The solution produced by the labor optimization 
pro,gram, when it was given the problem dcscril.1c:cl c1l)t1\"e, 
wa·s ·tha:t shown in figure 10. It can be see11 ti1a t a 
total of (9 men x 7.5 hrs.) 67.5 regular shift hours, 6 
part time shift hours and 26.5 overtime l1ours of labor 
were used to accomplish the required 100 hours of labor. 
The total cost of the labor was $482.31. l\ glance at the 
hourly labor costs shown in figure 9 .. .,-l. !: 
o¢cupation number 6 could have accompl i sr1eci tr1c (·r1 t, i r(: 
work load, a cost of ($3.35 x 100 hours) $335.00 ~o~ld 
h.ave resulted. Since only two men were available, 
were used for a full shift plus the maximum a.mount of 7. 5 
hours overtime each. Subsequently, the program elected to 
41 
us:e: occupations 4 and 5 for a smal 1 a.mount of overtime. 
Occupations 1 and 8 were used for the full quantity (2) of men for regular shifts but not for overtime. 
·o.qcupations 2 and 7 were used only tl1e 1-egt1ircd minimum 
amount of labor because their regular ti:T'.C:: 
were greater than the overtime labor rates 
o·c-cupa tion:s. 
P·receding remarks and figure 10 show the results 
·produced by the labor optimization program. 
d~scribed required 11.65 seconds to _c_o_n_nf_J_i_l_e_-_a~n_c_;_t_~_x_c_.t_1._L:_t_c 
o.n the Lehigh University CDC 6400 computer. 
¢~ecuting the problem was less than one dollar. 
SAMPLE PROBLEM SOLUTION SU~lMARY Figure 10 Occupation l~o. 1 2 
0 
3 
0 
3 4 
1 1 
0 0 
5 
1 
0 
6 7 
0 
3 
0 
8 
2 
0 
0 
No. of Men*** 2 Part Shift Hrs.**O Overtime Hrs. 0 Labor Cost 84.75 20.25 
7.5* .5 
59.25 44.55 
3. 5 
59.98 
2 
0 
15* 
110.63 27.75 75.15 
Total Labor Cost= $482.31 Total Labor Hours= 100 
* Maximum possible overtime was selected by the program because O.T. was cheaper to use than regular time of other occupations. 
** The minimum possible number of labor hours \•1as selected by the program because of high labor cost of occupations 2 and 7. 
*** All available men were used of occupation types 1,3,4, .5: · 6 and 8. .. ,
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CONCLUSION 
Today there is no convenient or scientific met)1od 
:by which the newspaper production manager can dc~t,."·:c:~·.ine 
the effect of different production deadline times, 
qu.antitie·s of work load or changes in manning, materials 
o.r copy layout. There is no convenient method available 
to evaluate the effect that a proposed new piece of 
·eq:µi.pment would have upon the total ne\-1spaper production 
operc9.tion. At the present time production decisions are 
base~ upon intuition, past experience, or willingness to 
gamble and see if they "make it on time". 
'• 
j In a day of scientific management and computers, 
I 
o~er~ting policies such as these should be eliminated. A I I 
J. 
t~ol is needed that can assist in the decision and, if ' 
·p:OS.$i-ble, should be useable without extensive training. 
Ultimately a system that would perrni t a user wi tl1 little 
:·trq.i-rting to "plug in" problen1s, accordir1g to a set of 
i·ns,tructions, and produce answers in tcrr~;s of cic) l la.1:s, 
would be desirable. 
is to remove the intuitive approach f rorn dee is ior: 
and to replace it with scientific facts. 
The preceding pages have described my concepts of a 
scientific decision making device for job-shop types of 
production operations and a decision making device for 
the newspaper business. The overall system description 
which is included (the concept of using simulation to 
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·establish the bounds of a feasible solution to the pro-
dUction manning situation) appears to be novel. Other 
persons have used simulation to study production problems 
but not to establish boundaries for a a,,.na.mic orocrram. The - . ., 
use of a dynamic program to establisl1 
of a series of production operations also 
novel. 
L t, 
t:O DC 
Af·ter optimization has been accomplished through tl1e 
use of the dynamic program, the absolute optimum mar\ning 
of the simulation model could then be obtained bv select-... 
ive:ty using dynamic progra.m solutions that used less and 
less total labor until the deadline could not l)e met in 
the simulation. Since simulation is an aoproximation of ... -
the actual production system and tl1ere e:-:ists t:1c~'. :";~ct 
that most managers would seek to pro tee t tr1e:zr.s • .. : L ~.- .... t3 1.,; i th 
s:o·me extra labor capacity, a complete optin1i za tion 
pro~~bly is not advantageous. 
In spite of the fact that a true optimum appears to 
b:e unnecessary, the system would be no less useful. The 
~avings to be achieved by converti11g to a new 
$ystem or manning could be determined and the 
production 
of production deadlines could be establisl1ed \•lit::c:::,_:~: ~.~1t:ing 
fistakes in the actual production system. 
be. made on paper instead of with men, machines, dollars 
and deadlines. 
Since the programming of both the simulation and the 
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optimization program was too great an undertaking for 
this thesis, a compromise had to be made. The compromise 
made was to program and test the dynamic (optimization) 
program and to describe the requirements of tl1e simulation 
program that would be suitable for the n e i.·l s ;J c1 t) c: r b us i 11 cs s • - .. 
The use of dynamic programming for the minirr:iL::'-1tior1. of 
ma.n-ning cost has been shown. 
I It is significant that the IBM model 1130 computer 
is utili~ed for typesetting applications in many nc\•.·s oaoe r 
... ... 
plants. Significant also is the fact tl1at the FOR'rRJ\!~ 
pr.ogramrning language and the FORTI)J-:il\J based Gl\.SP simulation 
language are available for the IBM model 1130 computer. 
For these reasons, it is recommended tl1a t ti1e s in1ula tion 
program be written in FORTRAN and utilize as !nl:cl1 of the 
GASP simulation system as is feasible. 
A complete simulation and optimization s~:lstem \•.'ould 
l:le- ·qf considerable value to the newspaper busir1css. '1"l1e 
":scientific results" could be used for the applications 
that follow: 
l. 
.2. 
3. 
4. 
.s ..• 
6 .• 
7. 
8. 
9. 
New equipment selection New production facility planning New production method evaluation Determination of the effect of production volume changes 
Decisions of whether to call out an~\·: man or use an exl. sti· ng man beyonal 1101-n'-. l s·}'; ·i :- ·- ,I..~ •• ,, •.• _ - • , , C .... -~ 11o.,_- ....... _.__ ..... ~ L \..- _.., • ~.,. '"--De termination of the c :::f,.=,ct c_:;~~ \·:c=)-1~~--.:-~:. i :· t- c·~:-J.ri.c;es 
-" 
Determination of the ci-:- fc>ct:=. C)~- \-~·--·-~:_;__~_ i:.·.· ,_·:-:i~:-~.;c~s Realistic union rnanacrc=--Jcr1 t r-~c2".;c)t_i .. :~ t.i(~.::..· J ~ Determination of the effect of cditori<ll decisions of content and format 
45 
This paper defines the problem, outlines a solution 
apd has taken a significant step toward its completion. A 
suitable simulation program is still needed to make it of 
greatest value. 
I 
I 
The newspaper business is in need of the 
working tool that would result if the remainder of the 
System was complete. 
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p·ersonal Data: 
Birthdate: 
Birthplace: 
Parents: 
BIOGRAPHICAL DATA 
Harold Charles Durbin 
December 6, 1926 Dayton, Ohio 
D~rbin; Davton, Ohio ... 
Harr '\J -::\. 11-.. -, 1- L , 1 ... L.JL .. l.-..i._ 
He 1 en J\. l i c "~: (·, -·· 1· r_-·; ...... """ s J.- ... - i c ,~ ~ • .,.- · D a, ... , ton , G~~-.-·-,L.:~.". L-1- s~ t .... L"..,_'C, ~ Ohio ~ Married: Ma }i 8 , 1 9 4 Si 
Frances Glor~ic;. 
Ch a r 1 e s I I 2:1 1- o 1 ci , 
Daniel Paul, 
Wife: 
... , "1. r1 a-· ·J··O 1 ; s ••t11•• ' ........ ..Mo:. , .. Md. Sons: 
,o 10:-, L. u , 
.,/ ") ,,t 
June 21, 1955 
Work Experience: 
The Hearst (Newspapers) Corporation; New York, ~.Y. As s i s tan t Nati on a 1 P rod u c t i on ~1 a :1 2 ;:: c: 1:-
.. J ,J. ~1 • 7 1 •'"~- t) !J 1~ (· s t:- n t Act in g as a corp or at c c C) r:. ~; 1-1 1 t. :~ :-: L t c· ! • • • . : :- : ~ : : : , • ·,,; :: -p a p e r p r o du c t i o 11 p 1 a 11 ·t s 1 c: c: ~- ~ L ·- ·: (_~ i I"'. -·1 '. l ~ _ . ~ : : ·: · , ~ : : -~ , Ba 1 t i rrl ore , S a 11 l\ 11 -to n i o , S c cl L .. L. l ·. : , ci :;. ! i ... _ ~ -~ _,\ : ·. ; , · , · ~ : .. The ma j or a c t i "\' i -t °)_1 c o n s i s t ~-; c.1 ~ C' \ • ~1 ~. ...... : 7_ -~- : ·• ~ : - : · • · : :, , ·· :-:. t prod u c ti on s y s t e n1 s an cl 1- c: c c:: ·. ·.t: ·. c: r1 cl i. :-: ~ , ~ ~-;; · · _ ; ·. > · · · , · · · :~ evolutionary improvcrnc11t:::: r1,_-c1. __ ::~s._~2--·.· ~-~(.,, >. ·· -~-
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7
_ ..'-__ · .. .,.,...., . ·._.-er 1' can Newspaper pub 1 i· s l1e- r~ s ;\ c: C { \' , 1 ,··; •-· ·1 ,r ', --~.. i} .. -(~ -~· ~-! !~ c'' 
.cu ll 
~ ... ··-' .. J ·-· ._. -· - ... ~ -- ,.- • • 
.( • t....: ~'::> t._; G:. - i ' Institute Research Center, E c:~ s t,:J:1, ~) ~-~. 11 · ::::) 7 tc·1 l O /l7 0 Research Manager, Compl1tc:c :-.,.~--~-·.l.ic~:.:. ;-=-: _,:·~-~ ··, ·_ -~- C)7 O Responsible for the es-tcil)lisi:::·.c·:-. ~- ~:->. : · · : :·. : the computer departn1cr1t. IJc;_·.:11·'..·_::.,.<"-;· 
_ ···-~· =~-j ::-~ C 1 Ude d Pr O C e S S l. l'"" g O ·F r ("> S C ..... 1- ,-~ ~ - · · ~-- · · ; · ~ _. • · ~ - · .'. · · ~ · · · · · · ~..,, r!' . l - '-- ~ C!. - \...- .:_ ..:. ~._J '- '-" l- ...... " .. · ..__ __ --- _. .. I i. ,, ,,. 
• 
.. 
.. .----- • • '\,.,.f. 
"·'" 
n at i on w i d e t y p e s e t t i n g c o rr'. r=, ~-: = c 1 ~ c :: : ·. , : ~ - . ~ : -:. , _: ·: ; .· ~ , _· >: · : : • service to n e\v spa per m crnlJ c: 1~ ::.; ; 1 i ~.: Li=~ ··; _: : :"'. ·. ·· · ... -.;: . : ~-- , · z· applications COITLputer p~:C()r:_:"}.:-cll~·.s :~~r1:_: ·~:.:.:;~:. ·:'.' .. : :·; : · : :·~ .:: f ANP A/RI computer pro gr cJ. rn s ; ~:. r-i :.1 l ·. -:-; i_ ::-; • · ·, · ·· .. , · · · : : · :: new Sp aper rnembe r S 
'
• dt '' T ,,·, 1,~ ')~. -~ -·. 7·, "- ,··· . 
. ' ... , ; . · ' "'- • '· ". ,-· ... ~ 
"--..... \/ ,.__.. _ U l - . ~ l ......... L ,._ ___ .,_ .. _·"I ~_ .... - '-s_.~ \ ____ .... ·- ~ ... 
.. . - .. . -• .. -c. •.,,,. __ , •. , 
Pr Ogram S S U l. tab 1 e -F o 1- +- 11 ·1 ···. l, ,- • ~ • - . • , ·\ - , , , • ·, - ~ . · · • : • - •.. - • ~ •• ..,I._ - L..... L. .;.. ~ -.... .., ' ~-:-=:: \_. L .... ~ .i ··-- . .-.. .i __ ,_...., ~-~- ~ .. ~ ... _: ... .-J ' 
---> • ~,,._ • , 
computer automatic sl1ort(~t1ir1,.: c_,: ·.·:_i:·i· >~,-r··:i >· stories, text input and c:c.iit.i.:1\; :~;::·.-;:__:,.-::·., cl~1.!;sified ad system, truck scheduli:1..c; ~_j-.- c:(J:~'-1:·_:tc1-, etc. 
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·-
... F 
... 
.. 
.,,., ~ 
• 
·,.;o, rk has also included liaisor1 }_;c..::..:_\·:·_:t.::~ ~..:_:>· :.'.·:·.= -:--.:·.r_·· c:~ newspaper members , n1an u fact t.:. 1- ,._..: 1.:- s cl ::c:. ~..:. ~. ·_: ~\ ,_ · ~-~ 1 •· (~ :.· i~: :-:. Institute and consulting for individual ~c~~L·~s. 
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